The effect of the large impact parameter near-elastic peak of collisional energy transfer for unimolecular dissociation/bimolecular recombination reactions is studied. To this end, the conventional single exponential model, a biexponential model that fits the literature classical trajectory data better, a model with a singularity at zero energy transfer, and the most realistic model, a model with a near-singularity, are fitted to the trajectory data in the literature. The typical effect of the energy transfer on the recombination rate constant is maximal at low pressures and this region is the one studied here. The distribution function for the limiting dissociation rate constant k 0 at low pressures is shown to obey a Wiener-Hopf integral equation and is solved analytically for the first two models and perturbatively for the other two. For the single exponential model, this method yields the trial solution of Troe. The results are applied to the dissociation of O 3 in the presence of argon, for which classical mechanical trajectory data are available. The k 0 's for various models are calculated and compared, the value for the near-singularity model being about ten times larger than that for the first two models. This trend reflects the contribution to the cross section from collisions with larger impact parameter. In the present study of the near-singularity model, it is found that k 0 is not sensitive to reasonable values for the lower bound. Energy transfer values ͗⌬E͘'s are also calculated and compared and can be similarly understood. However, unlike the k 0 values, they are sensitive to the lower bound, and so any comparison of a classical trajectory analysis for ͗⌬E͘'s with the kinetic experimental data needs particular care.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the treatment of gas phase dissociation, unimolecular isomerization, and bimolecular recombination reactions, it has been recognized for many years that "weak collisions" rather than "strong collisions" play a major role in the activation and deactivation of the vibrationally hot intermediate complexes in these reactions. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Our interest in the subject was prompted by studies of ozone whose formation and isotopic effects have been of much recent interest. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] In general, the formation of a molecule AB is described by A + B AB ‫ء‬ , ͑1͒
where M is a collision partner and AB ‫ء‬ is a vibrationally excited intermediate. In a weak collision assumption, unlike in a strong collision one, many collisions with M are required to activate and deactivate a reactant molecule. When the collision is "weak," the AB ‫ء‬ may still have enough energy after the collision in reaction ͑2͒ to redissociate into A + B, instead of always being "deactivated," and so a set of such equations with different energy is considered, leading to a master equation or to a steady-state equation. The latter is then solved for the probability distribution function for the vibrational energy in the energetic intermediate AB ‫ء‬ .
Information on the collisional energy transfer in reactions such as in Eq. ͑2͒ is usually obtained from the pressure dependence of the reaction rate of the overall reactions ͑1͒ and ͑2͒, using the solution of the collisional master or steadystate equation to fit these experimental reaction rate versus pressure data. 3, 5 To this end, a functional form for the collision energy transfer probability, denoted here by Z͑EЈ , E͒, is typically assumed, and its parameters are calculated from the fit. The functional forms used for this purpose are usually the exponential model introduced by Rabinovitch, used in Sec. II A, or a step ladder in which the reactant molecule gains or loses energy in collisions in discrete amounts called "steps." 1,2,23, 24 Hold et al. 25 also introduced a stretched exponential model. A biexponential model was used by Brown and Miller 26 and modified by Hu and Hase. 27 Complementing these studies have been ab initio or semiempirical calculations of the collisional energy transfer, frequently using classical mechanical trajectories for the collisions. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] Analytical treatments of vibrational energy transfer have been given for particular cases. 5, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] In particular, a detailed discussion of the original master equation and of its steady-state approximation is given by Penner and Forst, 38 who expressed the solution in terms of hypergeometric functions. The Z͑EЈ , E͒ is defined as the number of collisions per unit time with energy transfer for the vibrationally excited intermediate E → ͑EЈ , EЈ + dEЈ͒ per unit dEЈ. Z͑EЈ , E͒ has units of s −1 energy −1 when it is chosen to be the product of the concentration of colliders and the bimolecular collision rate constant for the transition E → EЈ per dEЈ. Its theoretical calculation involves an integration over impact parameters b, using 2bdb as a weighting factor. Collisions with large b contribute mainly to the energy transfer near EЈ − E Ϸ 0. When plotted versus EЈ − E, they yield an elastic-collision peak in the classical limit at E = EЈ corresponding to b = ϱ. The larger the average value of the energy transfer per collision in any reaction, the further the important energy transfer region is from the elastic EЈ − E = 0 peak. Examples of the tendency toward a singular behavior at EЈ = E are seen in Refs. [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . The data of Ivanov and Schinke 40 shown in Fig.   1 are used later as an example. From a quantum mechanical view, the inelastic collisions have a lower bound for the energy transfer ͉E − EЈ͉, namely, a quantum of rotational or vibrational energy, depending upon the collision. So in quantum mechanical calculations, there is no such singularity, but instead there is a near-elastic peak. Therefore, a lower bound should be imposed. A maximum impact parameter b max such that no trajectories lead to sizable energy transfer for b Ͼ b max has usually been imposed in the literature to avoid this peak. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] Then a single exponential, step-ladder or biexponential model was usually adopted to fit the trajectory data. For example, Brown and Miller 26 neglected the bin in which EЈ − E Ϸ 0 with a bin size of around 30 cm −1 in a biexponential fit to the trajectory data. Hu and Hase 27 suggested that b max should be identified as the value of b at which the average energy transfer equals the inverse of the state density. In such a choice, the resulting collision cross section was considerably larger than the usually assumed value, but within 5% of the experimental value. 27 The paper is organized as follows. The theory is described in Sec. II for the different models. It is applied to a particular system in Sec. III. The results are discussed in Sec. IV, with concluding remarks in Sec. V.
II. THEORY

A. General aspects
In using trajectories to calculate the transition rate Z͑EЈ , E͒, a random sampling of trajectories is performed over the vibrational and rotational coordinates and their conjugate momenta of the vibrationally excited intermediate and over a Boltzmann-weighted distribution of relative velocities of the collision partners. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] The calculations of energy transfer are typically made as a function of the internal energy E of the energetic intermediate, its total angular momentum J, 44 and occasionally K, the projection of J along a specified principal axis of rotation, typically that with the smallest moment of inertia. For notational simplicity, we suppress the symbol J in the following.
To obtain insight into the effect of the near-elastic peak at ͉EЈ − E͉ = 0 in the comparison between experimental data and trajectories, it is convenient to consider the collisional steady-state/reaction equations, and obtain approximate analytical solutions. Examples of other treatments are also available. [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] We focus on the limiting low pressure rate constant k 0 . It is of particular interest partly because it describes the maximum effect of the collisions and partly because it is simpler to treat than the rate constant at higher pressures, where a solution of the complete master equation would have been necessary. While simple theoretical expressions for the distribution function of different ͑E , J͒ states of the reactants and for the energy transfer can also be obtained for the highpressure limit of k, k ϱ , they do not provide insight into the effect of energy transfer on k itself, since k ϱ is independent of Z͑EЈ , E͒. The effect of the near-elastic peak should be largest at low pressures, since the average energy of the reacting vibrationally excited intermediate in a unimolecular reaction or a bimolecular recombination is well known to decrease when the pressure is decreased. 60 Accordingly, the vibrational energy of the typical molecule is closer to the energy dividing line between stable and unstable intermediates and so is closer to the near-elastic peak when the pressure is decreased.
To treat the kinetics for the recombination of two species A + B → AB, one can either proceed from the reactants ͑A + B͒ or from the product ͑AB͒. If a tagged A is followed in time in its progress to form AB, and if a tagged A in AB is followed in time in its progress to form A + B, beginning with an equilibrium concentrations of AB for the given A and B concentration, the sum of the tagged distribution functions at any energy E is equal to the equilibrium distribution at that E. Thus, to solve the problem, one can either begin with a tagged A or a tagged AB. To simplify the comparison with earlier work, [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] we begin with AB and use the result to calculate also the rate of recombination A + B → AB. We consider the reaction in the low pressure regime
where EЈ Ն 0 denotes the internal energies of any reaction intermediate AB ‫ء‬ that can dissociate into the separated reactants without a further collision. Energies EЈ in the reactant that are negative are insufficient for dissociation.
The scheme ͓Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑4͔͒ is appropriate only for the low pressure limit of the dissociation rate. At higher pressures, an AB ‫ء‬ ͑EЈ͒ on a second collision can also yield an AB ‫ء‬ with a different EЈ, where both E's are greater than zero. At sufficiently low pressures, each AB ‫ء‬ ͑EЈ͒ formed in reaction ͑3͒ with EЈ Ն 0 ultimately dissociates into A + B before any further collision. For this case, the problem simplifies and a large set of equations ͑the master equation͒ for AB ‫ء‬ ͑EЈ͒ is not needed for EЈ Ͼ 0.
We denote the probability energy distribution function for AB by g͑E͒ and write
The equilibrium probability that AB has an energy in the range E, E + dE is g eq ͑E͒dE, where
and ͑E͒ denotes the density of quantum states of the molecule, Q is the partition function of AB in the center-of-mass system of coordinates. When the energy is measured relative to E = 0, the dissociation limit Q is also calculated relative to that energy, and so contains a factor exp͑D / kT͒, where D is the dissociation energy of AB measured from the bottom of its potential well to the dissociation level. When E becomes very negative in the steady-state problem, i.e., when E → −D and g͑E͒ → g eq ͑E͒. This condition on g͑E͒ serves as a boundary condition,
After a short initial period, g͑E͒ relaxes toward a steady state. 5 We use a steady-state approximation here. The steadystate equation for g͑E͒ is
The latter can be rewritten as
An analytical solution of this integral equation for a single exponential model for the energy transfer was first given by Troe, 5 who obtained it using a trial solution method. For the present article, we note instead that Eq. ͑7b͒ is a homogeneous Wiener-Hopf equation of the second kind and use the Wiener-Hopf method 61 to obtain a solution. We first study the single exponential and biexponential models with this method. For the single exponential model, in terms of a deactivation constant ␥ and of an activation constant ␥Ј, we have
and for the biexponential model,
where Z 0 is a constant and ␥ , ␥Ј and d , dЈ are related by microscopic reversibility ͑detailed balance͒. The quantities Z͑EЈ , E͒ and Z͑E , EЈ͒ satisfy microscopic reversibility
For practical purposes, we can typically treat the lower limit on E as E → −ϱ, a minor approximation when D ӷ kT. Neglecting the effect of the change in ͑E͒ between E and EЈ in the vicinity of E = 0, Eqs. ͑8a͒, ͑8b͒, ͑9a͒, ͑9b͒, and ͑10͒, yield
The constants c and d are obtained later from fitting classical trajectory calculations data for vibrational energy transfer.
We have also examined a model with singularity at EЈ − E = 0 using another method,
where ␥ and ␥Ј are the same as those of the single exponential model. C and ␣ and are obtained later from classical trajectory data.
B. Single exponential model
To compare with the earlier and insightful result in literature by Troe, 5 we use the single exponential expression for the collisional energy transfer rate, namely, Eqs. ͑8a͒ and ͑8b͒. The average "up-energy" transfer, defined as the average energy increase in the molecule for collisions that lead to an increase in energy, is
Similarly the average "down"-energy transfer is
These quantities ͗⌬E͘ up and ͗⌬E͘ down are not observables in the usual reaction rate experiments and so cannot be directly compared with experiment. In computation, the quantity ͗⌬E 2 ͘ is a more convenient parameter than ͗⌬E͘. 62, 63 Here in our discussion, the average over impact parameter b and the other initial variables is included in the definition of Z͑EЈ , E͒ at the given E. The rate constant k on the other hand, as a function of pressure and its limiting value at low pressure k 0 , are the observables in these experiments. Nevertheless, since the values of the moments are often calculated in the literature from classical trajectories or from approximate fits to those data, the values of these moments are often cited, and are calculated here, bearing in mind that they are not directly observable and are model dependent.
To solve Eq. ͑7b͒, we use a Wiener-Hopf procedure 61 and, as in the standard procedure, first extend the domain in Eqs. ͑7a͒ and ͑7b͒ from E Յ 0 to E Ͼ 0 by introducing the functions g − ͑E͒ and g + ͑E͒, g͑E͒ = g − ͑E͒ + g + ͑E͒, with the properties
Here, g͑E͒ is the unknown function. From Eqs. ͑7b͒ and ͑14͒, we then obtain for the entire E-range, −ϱϽE Ͻϱ,
For E Յ 0, this equation becomes
which coincides with Eq. ͑7b͒ for E Յ 0. For E Ͼ 0, we have
The idea behind the Wiener-Hopf method is to solve this pair of equations for g + ͑E͒ and g − ͑E͒ and hence, from Eq. ͑14͒, for g͑E͒. Because Z͑E , EЈ͒ has one form in Eq. ͑8͒ when EЈ Ն E and has a different form when EЈ Յ E, there are two terms for Z͑E , EЈ͒. On taking the Fourier transform f͑z͒ = ͐ −ϱ ϱ e 2izE f͑E͒dE, z = u + iv, where u and v are real, and using the convolution theorem, we have from Eqs. ͑8͒ and ͑15a͒,
which can be rewritten as
The solution for the g − ͑z͒ in Eq. ͑17͒ obtained in Appendix A is
where G s is a constant. The solution for g + ͑z͒ is not needed but is given for completeness in Appendix A. The inverse transformation of Eq. ͑18͒ for g − ͑z͒ yields
where G s Ј is a constant to be determined. We have from Eq.
͑14a͒ that g − ͑E͒ = g͑E͒ for E Յ 0 and when E → −ϱ, we have g͑E͒ → g eq ͑E͒. Writing g eq ͑E͒ as g eq ͑0͒e ͑−E/kT͒ , a value is obtained for the constant G s Ј, G s Ј= g eq ͑0͒␥Ј / kT, and hence
which is the trial solution given by Troe. 5 Using it, the analytical solution for the low pressure "three-body" recombination rate constant k 0 can be obtained. From Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑20͒,
where Q contains the factor exp͑D / kt͒. This result agrees with the trial solution of Troe.
5
C. Biexponential model
In this model, the average up-energy transfer is given by 
͑26͒
This equation reduces to Eq. ͑20͒ when d = ␥.
D. Singularity model
The average up-energy transfer and down-energy transfer are given by
To use a perturbation method for this case, although a suitable branch-point analysis might also be used, the g͑E͒ given by Eq. ͑20͒ and Z͑EЈ , E͒ given by Eq. ͑12͒ are introduced into the right hand side of Eq. ͑7b͒. A new g͑E͒ is obtained, and this step is then iterated. After several iterations, we find that g͑E͒ for E Ͻ −␥ / 100 ceases to be affected further. For −␥ / 100 Ͻ E Յ 0, g͑E͒ becomes negligible because of continuity with g͑E͒ = 0 for E Ͼ 0. Using this g͑E͒ to calculate k 0 , we obtain a value close to the one obtained using g͑E͒ from Eq. ͑20͒, for g͑E͒ can be used here. The expression for the rate constant k 0 thus given by Eq. ͑5͒ is then
E. Near-singularity model
For this model, the same functions are adopted for Z͑EЈ , E͒ as in the singularity model. Because of the quantum limit, we set a lower bound to the energy transfer in the integral when calculating the energy transfer and rate constant. Equation ͑27͒ then becomes
and we also have
III. APPLICATION TO Ar+ O 3
For the collisions of O 3 with Ar, we obtain, from the trajectory data, 40 the parameters for different temperatures and calculate ͗⌬E͘ and k 0 for the single exponential model, the biexponential model, and the singularity model.
A. Comparison of single exponential and biexponential models
We determine ␥, c, and d from classical trajectory data, 40 and ␥Ј and dЈ are obtained from Eq. ͑11͒. The results for the ͗⌬E͘ and k 0 for both models are given in Table I .
B. Comparison of single exponential and singularity models
We determine C and ␣ from the classical trajectory data. 40 The average energy transfer and rate constants calculated from it are given in Table II .
C. Comparison of single exponential and near-singularity models
According to Ref. 40 , collisional changes in K provide a major route for the vibrational energy transfer. On that basis, a lower bound for the energy transfer is the quantum cutoff for the rotational energy ͑A − B͒͗2K +1͘ J , where A and B are the rotational constants and K is the projection of the angular momentum along the principal axis of rotation, as noted in Sec. III A. An average over J is used since we averaged over J in the calculation of energy transfer. In Ref. 40 , A ϳ 3.5 cm −1 and B ϳ 0.4 cm −1 . From these values, the estimated lower bounds are given in Table III , namely from 15 to 30 cm −1 , depending on the temperature. The resulting average energy transfer and rate constants are calculated and shown in Table III .
The cases T = 700 K and T = 1000 K are purely hypothetical since no experimental data are available for those conditions, only trajectory results 40 are available for these temperatures.
IV. DISCUSSION
For Ar+ O 3 , the ͉͗⌬E͉͘ for the biexponential model is seen in Table I to be a little smaller than that from the single exponential model by about 10%-20%. The k 0 for this biexponential model is about the same as that for the single exponential model ͑Table I͒. The ͉͗⌬E͉͘ for the singularity model is seen in Table II to be smaller than that from the single exponential model by 20%-40%. When we set a lower bound in ⌬E for the singularity model, i.e., the nearsingularity model, and calculate the average up-and downenergy transfer, the results shown in Table III agree well with those from Ref. 40 , as they should if this truncated singularity model is a good description of the trajectory data. The k 0 for the singularity and near-singularity models is larger than that for the single exponential model by a large factor, 25, at room temperature, as seen in Tables II and III. These results for k 0 can be interpreted in terms of the extra contribution from large b collisions for the biexponential, singularity, and near-singularity models, compared with the single exponential model. The single exponential model is fitted to the low b data. For the comparison of singularity and near-singularity models and the single exponential model, the difference for ͗⌬E͘ up/down is less than that for the k 0 . This result can also be understood. k 0 is seen from Eq. ͑5͒ to have a larger contribution from small ͉⌬E͉ values to the integral than for the single exponential model. In the case of ͉͗⌬E͉͘, the numerator in Eqs. ͑22͒, ͑27͒, and ͑29͒ is again enhanced by this enhanced Z͑E , EЈ͒ but the denominator is enhanced even more, since the former is weighted by the small ⌬E.
In Refs. 11-13, the average down-energy refers to the total internal energy transfer instead of only vibrational energy transfer treated here. So that value should be much larger than that if only vibrational energy transfer were considered. If we compare the total internal down-energy transfer ͗⌬E int ↓͘ in Ivanov and Schinke's trajectory work 40 with the values in Gao and Marcus' work [11] [12] [13] used to fit experimental data, there is only a small difference in ͗⌬E int ↓͘.
The authors of Ref. 40 gave a different reason for choosing a cutoff of 3 or 10 cm −1 for ͉⌬E int ͉, namely that the energy transfer averages gradually decrease as the value for ͉⌬E int ͉ cutoff decreases and decrease particularly rapidly for the cutoff below the ones they chose. It was suggested that b max may be found by weighting the average nenrgy transfer versus impact parameter by the differential cross section. 63 Another result seen in Table I is that both ␥ and d ͑␥Ј and dЈ͒ for the trajectory data are proportional to kT, though are much smaller, and the ratios d / ␥ and dЈ / ␥Ј remain almost the same. The increase in d and dЈ with temperature means that small energy transfer behavior becomes less important at higher temperatures, as expected. The typical system is further removed from the singularity or EЈ − E =0.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Analytical solutions for the low pressure rate constant are given, using several different approximations to the trajectory data, the single exponential, a biexponential, a singularity, and a near-singularity models. The near-singularity model is the most realistic. The differences should be maximal in the low pressure regime. Expressions are obtained for the limiting low pressure rate constant k 0 , ͗⌬E͘ up , and ͗⌬E͘ down . The values of k 0 from the biexponential are similar to those from the single exponential model. Those from the singularity and near-singularity models are an order of magnitude larger than those from the single exponential model. The origin of the difference is the large additional contribution of collisions with large cross sections in the singularity and near-singularity models that is absent in the single exponential model. The values from single exponential model for the ͗⌬E͘ are somewhat larger than those from the biexponential model by about 10%-20% and larger than those from the singularity model by 20%-40% but similar to those from the near-singularity model. The physical origin of these differences lies in the smaller contribution from the smaller cross sections with large energy transfer in the biexponential and singularity models, compared with that in the single exponential model. While the numerator in Eqs. ͑22͒, ͑27͒, and ͑29͒ is enhanced by this enhanced Z͑E , EЈ͒, the denominator is enhanced even more, since the former is weighted by the small ⌬E. For the near-singularity model, a big part of small energy transfer collision is removed. This cancels out the former effect.
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APPENDIX A: SOLUTION OF EQ. "7b… AS A WIENER-HOPF EQUATION OF THE SECOND KIND FOR THE SINGLE EXPONENTIAL MODEL
We first note that ͉g − ͑z͉͒ = ͉͐ −ϱ ϱ e 2izE g − ͑E͒dE͉ and g − ͑z͒ is a function of z alone. Also, ͉g − ͑z͉͒ = ͉͐ −ϱ 0 e 2iuE e −2E g − ͑E͒dE͉ Յ ͐ −ϱ 0 e −2E ͉g − ͑E͉͒dE. If we can find a solution for g − ͑z͒ such that ͉g − ͑E͉͒ Ͻ M 1 e 2v − E , as E → −ϱ, where − Ͼ 0 and hence tends to zero as E → −ϱ, then we have
Thereby, in the part of the lower half plane where Im z = v Ͻ v − , ͉g − ͑z͉͒ has no singularity. So g − ͑z͒ is an analytic function in the half of the z-plane for which Im z Ͻ v − .
Next we consider g + ͑z͒,
since g + ͑E͒ = 0 for E Ͻ 0. For E Ͼ 0 it follows from Eq. ͑14c͒ that
͑A3͒
We note that g + ͑z͒ is a function of z alone, and also from Eqs. ͑8a͒ and ͑A3͒,
͑A4͒
If we can find a solution ͉g − ͑EЈ͉͒ Ͻ M 1 e 2v − EЈ , where EЈ Ͻ 0, then since − Ͼ 0 we have − Ͼ − 1 2␥Ј and then
Thereby, ͉g + ͑z͉͒ → 0 as Im z = → ϱ, and we see that g + ͑z͒ has no singularity in the upper half plane for which Im z Ͼ −͑1 / 2␥Ј͒, and so is analytic in that upper half plane. The right-hand side of Eq. ͑17͒ is therefore analytic in the upper half plane, Im z Ͼ −͑1 / 2␥Ј͒. We had seen earlier in Appendix A that g − ͑z͒ is analytic in the lower half plane Im z Ͻ v − . From the derivation on the left-hand side of Eq. ͑17͒, we need for analyticity of this side of the equation, Im z Ͻ −1 / 2kT. Thereby, we require that the left-hand side of Eq. ͑17͒ is analytic in the lower half plane where
we now see 
͑B2͒
Since g + ͑E͒ = 0 for E Ͻ 0, for E Ͼ 0 it follows from Eq. ͑14c͒ that ͉g + ͑z͉͒ = ͯ͵ 
͑B3͒
We note that g + ͑z͒ is a function of z alone, and also from Eq. ͑9a͒ ͉g + ͑z͉͒ = ͯ͵ We had seen earlier in Appendix B that g − ͑z͒ is analytic in the lower half plane Im z Ͻ v − . From the derivation on the left-hand side of Eq. ͑23͒, we need for analyticity of this side of the equation Im z Ͻ −1 / 2kT. Thereby, we require that the left-hand side of Eq. ͑23͒ is analytic in the lower half plane where Im z Ͻ −͑1 / 2kT͒. Since v − Ͼ 0 Ͼ −͑1 / 2␥Ј͒, we now see that both sides of Eq. ͑23͒ are analytic in the strip max͑−͑1 / 2␥Ј͒ , ͑−r 3 / 2͒͒ Ͻ Im z Ͻ −͑1 / 2kT͒. Since the analytic continuation is unique, there exists an entire function F in the complex plane which coincides with the right-hand side of Eq. ͑23͒ in upper half plane Im z Ͼ max͑−͑1 / 2␥Ј͒ , ͑−r 3 / 2͒͒ and coincides with the left-hand side of Eq. ͑23͒ in the lower half plane Im z Ͻ −͑1 / 2kT͒. Since g + ͑z͒ goes to zero no slower than exponentially as ͉z͉ → ϱ, then the entire function F should be bounded at infinity. One concludes that F is constant, which we denote by G bi , and so obtain
2iz͑2iz − 1/kT͒͑2iz − r 4 ͒ . ͑B6͒
